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Hadbah Enzahiya
Silver Maple Farm has another family/strain line that we believe is very
important to our overall herd quality; the strain is called the Hadbah Enzahiya (fem.). Henry and I purchased two mares of the Hadbah Enzahiya
strain for our straight Egyptian breeding program in early 2000. Those
mares are Dance Diva (Raquin RA x Antigua Dance by Ruminaja Bahat),
and Ansata Haalah (Ansata Iemhotep x Hasbah by Messaoud). Both mares
trace on the female side of their pedigrees to the “root” (beginning/foundaAnsata Haalah
(Ansata Iemhotep x Hasbah by Messaoud)
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tion) mare, Venus.

Hadbah Enzahiya
The history of the mare Venus is mostly an oral recounting, passed down through the years
and in this case for over one hundred years. The prevailing belief is that Venus was most likely
a mare with origins in Syria or northern Arabia through the Shammar tribe of Mesopotamia.
She was a chestnut colored mare (Shakra Zefra) or “dirty chestnut” (silver flecking through her
hair coat which may have made her look dusty). Venus was imported into Egypt by Hassan Abu
Amins’ Agha in either 1893 or 1895, depending on what reference book one is reading. In the
book titled, “Authentic Arabian Bloodstock I”, written by Judith Forbis, in the chapter titled Al
Hadb (plural for Hadban), there is an interesting account that is typical of oral histories about
how Venus came to Egypt.
Ali Bey Shamashirgir learned the following about the Hadban Enzahi strain: “Shabat Al Mani”
of Al Suwayt, and he is advanced in age, and Ali Mani, the son of the brother of Shabat, attended
a gathering of Sultan Ibn-Suwayt, “It was told that Mani was at the time of the Beni Lam, who is
from our Grandfathers. “We do not know how she (Venus) passed to Mani”. “But we have heard
and know from our old People that there is no Hadbah but the horses of Mani”. “And she is Kuhaylah Om Maarif.”

Dance Diva
(Raquin RA x Antigua Dance by Ruminaja Bahjat)

Even today we read that a characteristic of the Hadban strain is its ability to be a “blending” of
any pairing. Possibly this is because the Hadban are considered a sub-strain of the Kuhaylan
strain with overtones of the Saklawi strain. The Polish people, brilliant Arabian breeders that
they are, have combined the Saklawi (Seklavi) type with Kuhaylan type horses very successfully
in their Arabian State Studs. Perhaps the Polish also sought them out because of their great endurance and strength, which is certainly a desirable trait for cavalry and racehorses.
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The strain name of “Hadba” derives from a physical trait of
the mare Hadba, a chestnut daughter of Venus by Saklawi I,
born 1894. Hadba had a very long forelock that covered her
all the way down to her forehand (hadba salifa), the term was
shortened to Hadba. Today, many Americans would call this
trait, “Big Hair”, and I am sure many of you who breed Arabians have some families that do indeed have, “Big Hair”.
Hadba produced two daughters and they established the
branches from which all descendants come. One daughter,
Gamila, whose foal date is unknown, is no longer available
through the female lines. However, this mare still lives on
through her sons and their progeny. Hadba’s second daughter, Bint Hadba El Saghira, a chestnut mare by El Halabi,
by Saklawi I, has listings in both the Egyptian Stud Book as
well as the Royal Agricultural Society Stud Book as born in
1912. Bint Hadba El Saghira produced the daughter Samiha,
a chestnut born 1918. Samiha produced her daughter Bint
Samiha, a bay born in 1925. Bint Samiha produced thirteen
offspring including one of the most influential horses of
the breed, the stallion Nazeer. Bint Samiha also produced a
daughter named Shams (Mishaan/Mashaan) also a bay, born
in 1938. Shams produced eight daughters including Maysouna, a bay mare born 1948, and Fathia, a bay mare born
in 1950. These two mares, Maysouna and Fathia, are the
branches of the Hadbah Enzahiya strain from which the Silver Maple Farm mares Ansata Haalah and Dance Diva trace.

Simply Seductive
(Raquin RA x Antigua Dance by Ruminaja Bahjat)

Therefore, to recapture the timeline and lineage, the two
branches of our SMF Hadbah Enzahiya mares, Ansata
Haalah and Dance Diva, extend from the root mare, Venus,
through fourteen generations and encompass one hundred
eighteen years! Among Bint Samiha’s thirteen foals, seven
were females. One of these daughters, Shams, had eight
daughters. Research shows this family is a prolific producer
of female offspring. However, it has also produced many influential stallions. This is a dream family for any breeder,
as they seem to produce a lot of females, and stallion quality males as well! Additionally, because they have produced
many foals, the Hadbah Enzahiya family has many branches,
which is a strong indicator of fertility.

Hadbah Enzahiya
Ansata Haalah
Ansata Haalah (Ansata Iemhotep x Hasbah by
Messaoud) a grey mare was born in 1999, she traces
to the Hadbah Enzahiya family through the branch
established by the mare Maysouna, a sixth generation great granddaughter of the root mare Venus.
Haalah came to our farm as a two year old in 2001.
Henry and I had seen this filly, as well as her full
brother Ansata Chiron, at David and Paula Houseknect’s farm, Rose Breeze Arabians in Florida. Henry
and I loved the look of Chiron; his head was extreme
and his manner very flashy; you could not help but
look at him! Ansata Haalah was different in her
manner; she was more quiet and reserved and she
did not put herself forward in the same way as her
brother. I loved Haalah right away, but it took Henry a bit longer to warm up to her because of the differences between the stallion and the filly. He actually asked me, “What are you thinking?” A year or so
later on a visit to Ansata, we saw Haalah again and
it was obvious she had grown up very nicely. Henry
turned to me and said, “Now I see what you were
seeing – let’s buy her!” I was thrilled because I loved
Haalah as an individual, but also because her pedigree was such a wonderful combination of Gleannloch and Ansata bloodlines, a good blending that
allows for many breeding choices. In our opinion,
Haalah represented the best of the best from both
breeding programs.
Haalah was a tall, elegant mare; she stood about fifteen hands high and approached her life with a regal and unhurried attitude. She always approached
you calmly seeming to say as she strolled up, “You
called? Well, here I am”. Haalah had huge, dark
eyes, great legs, good feet, flat bone, a high whither
with a level topline. Her hip was long and deep, and
her back legs were set properly under her. Haalah
had excellent overall quality; she really did not need
much added to her physical traits- just some icing
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(Ansata Iemhotep x Hasbah by Messaoud)
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Ansata Haalah’s Progeny for SMF:
- ALI HASSAN SMF by Ali Saroukh,
AHR*609902 14 Apr 2004 Gelding Grey
- HAALANI SMF by Ali Saroukh,
AHR*618886 14 Apr 2005 Mare Bay
Retained by SMF. Produced a colt in 2011,
Hajji Bekeer SMF, by Majestic Noble SMF.
This the third generation of this family at
SMF and the first of this family out of a
mare we bred and sired by a stallion we
bred.
- BINT SAROUKH SMF by Ali Saroukh,
AHR*624722 16 Apr 2006 Mare Grey
Owned by Eternity Arabians and in use for
Dressage along with breeding.
- BINT HAALAH SMF by Ali Saroukh,
AHR*630752 22 Apr 2007 Mare Grey
Sold to Ali Nasser Al -Duwailah of Kuwait.

as we say! I considered Haalah to be a mare of horizontal frame, and so we gave her stallions
that had well laid-back shoulders and high-set, arched necks. We bred Haalah four times to
our stallion Ali Saroukh (Ruminaja Ali x Glorietasayonaara by Ansata Abu Nazeer) of the Dahman Shahwan strain. Together, they produced one colt and three fillies, including Haalani SMF,
who we have retined for SMF. It was interesting to see how much of the stallion’s characteristics
came through; it was more than we anticipated. We also bred Haalah twice to our stallion Majestic Noble SMF, an intensely Obeyan Om Jourays strain stallion with an outcross to Sameh sire
lines. Haalah’s first foal by Noble was a filly we named Hadarah SMF. After she gave us this filly,
we reluctantly sold Ansata Haalah – in foal to Majestic Noble SMF, as we then had two of her
daughters. It was time for Haalah to contribute her unique characteristics to another fortunate
breeding program.
We miss Haalah very much, but are so thankful to have her daughter Haalani SMF, and to know
another daughter, Bint Saroukh, will also carry this mare line forward here in the United States.
Haalah’s legacy continues at Silver Maple Farm. In 2011 Haalani SMF gave us a grey colt by Majestic Noble SMF that we named Hajji Bekeer. Haalani is in foal to Symbolic SMF (Majestic Noble SMF x Shaboura by PVA Kariim x Sahbine by Ruminaja Ali) for a 2012 foal. This will be the
first offspring for our young junior sire, Symbolic.

- HADARAH SMF by Majestic Noble SMF
AHR*636693 12 Apr 2008 Mare Grey
Owned by Al Jood Stud of Doha, Qatar
In foal to Ali Saroukh for 2012.

FACING PAGE, L-R: Bint Saroukh, by Ali Saroukh and Ali Hassan,
by Ali Saroukh. THIS PAGE, TOP-BOTTOM: Hadarah SMF,
by Majestic Noble SMF; Bint Haalah, by Ali Saroukh; Haalani SMF,
by Ali Saroukh; ABOVE: Hajji Bekeer SMF (Majestic Noble SMF x
Haalani SMF).
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Dance Diva
Dance Diva (Raquin RA x Antigua Dance by Ruminaja Bahjat) is a grey mare
born in 1997, she traces to the Hadbah Enzahiya family through the branch
established by the mare Fathia, also a sixth generation great granddaughter
of the root mare Venus. Dance Diva follows the Venus mare line through the
imported mare,*Hoda, born in 1963 and sired by the EAO stallion Alaa Al
Din. James Kline, of Kline Arabians in California, imported *Hoda from the
Egyptian Agricultural Organization in 1965. Lee Romney of Somerset Farms
purchased *Hoda from Kline Arabians in 1980; *Hoda was 17 years of age. At
Somerset Farms, *Hoda produced her daughter Talya by Talal (Nazeer x Zaafarana), she had a daughter named Talyla, by Ansata Shah Zaman, by *Morafic
(Nazeer x Mabrouka). Agai, it is interesting to note that *Morafic was the result
of crossing the two strains of Hadban Enzahi with the Saklawi strain line.
Janice Bush, now at Kehilan Arabians, was with Somerset Farms for many
years. After Lee Romney passed away, Janice continues the breeding program. She very astutely began using the stallion Ruminaja Bahat, Obeyan Om
Jourays in strain, on Talyla. This cross gave her the mare Antigua Dance, the
dam of our SMF mare Dance Diva, by Raquin RA (The Egyptian Prince x AK
Zafira). Again note that Raquin RA is a combination of Hadban Enzahi and
Saklawi strains on the sire side of the pedigree.
Before we acquired Dance Diva, Henry and I purchased her beautiful full sister, Simply Seductive in partnership with Janice Bush, the breeder of both
mares. Simply Seductive or “Sophie” as we all called her was the more typical
chestnut color of the original Hadba Enzahiya mares. She even had the roaning
and “Big Hair”. I like the way that Joe Ferriss describes this coloring, “as a silvering in the hair coat”. Sophie was the one of the most exquisite mares Henry
and I have ever seen; so feminine and exceptional. Unfortunately, she did not
leave us any daughters to carry forward a branch. However, her sister, Dance
Diva has given us only fillies so far, five in total. Three of Dance Diva’s daughters are sired by *Simeon Shai and are considered pure in the Hadbah Enzahiya strain since both the mare line and the sires’ mare line are the same strain/
family.

Dance Diva
(Raquin RA x Antigua Dance by Ruminaja Bahjat)
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These are the Dance Diva daughters by Simeon Shai, in order of birth: Shai
Diva SMF, born 2005; Dance Divine SMF, born 2006; and Delilah SMF, born
2008. Dance Diva has given us two additional fillies sired by our stallion Ali
Saroukh (Ruminaja Ali x Glorietasayonaara). Ali Saroukh is Dahman Shahwan
in strain, but greatly influenced by the Obeyan Om Jourays and Saklawi strains
in his pedigree. Dance Diva’s daughters by Ali Saroukh are Dance Delight SMF,
born 2007 and Danikah SMF, born 2011. Henry and I are thrilled that Dance
Diva is back in foal to Saroukh for a 2012 foal and we will be happy with a male
or female!!

Dance Diva Progeny for SMF:
- SHAI DIVA SMF by *Simeon Shai
AHR*619671 04 Apr 2005 Mare Grey
Now in Israel
- DANCE DIVINE SMF by *Simeon Shai
AHR*623295 23 Mar 2006 Mare Grey
Co-owned by Al Jood Stud in Doha, Qatar
and SMF
- DANCE DELIGHT SMF by Ali Saroukh
AHR*629891 26 Mar 2007 Mare Grey
Sold to Jordan
- DELILAH SMF by *Simeon Shai
AHR*636248 19 Mar 2008 Mare Chestnut
Sold to KAS
- DANIKAH SMF by Ali Saroukh
AHR*653949 19 Jul 2011 Mare Grey
Owned by SMF

The physical attributes of Dance Diva are as follows; she is a white mare now with a very distinctive head that is short, dry, refined, and with good chiseling along the tear bones. Diva has large,
round eyes with no white. Her ears are typically a bit longer as most mare ears seem to be, but
nicely shaped. Diva is a powerful, ground-covering mare, with good tail carriage. Her overall bone
structure is just right and not too heavy. Best of all, Dance Diva is an exceptional broodmare; she
is easy to get in foal and her foaling is textbook. We really cherish this quality and it is one we pay
close attention to in our mares. Diva’s personality is really funny and entertaining; she seems to
be very strong in her opinions of the humans who are around her. She knows exactly what she
wants and when she wants it and you better deliver it, NOW!! When it comes to foaling time, Diva
is very happy to have our help. Nevertheless, once she has nursed the foal, then it is time for “her”
humans to exit. You had better depart her stall quickly! She is very protective of her foals, yet a
good and fair teacher with them. Her 2011 filly, Danikah SMF, by Ali Saroukh, is the first we have
seen take advantage of her dam. She appears to have her mothers’ attitude times ten! Truly, we
believe Janice appropriately named this mare for the many aspects of her character. In our opinion, Dance Diva is a classic, straight Egyptian mare that you can easily see being at home in the
desert today or at the EAO. She is one of our SMF queens and a very treasured mare.

FACING PAGE: Dance Divine SMF, by *Simeon Shai.
THIS PAGE, TOP-BOTTOM: Delilah SMF, by *Simeon Shai;
Dance Delight SMF, by Ali Saroukh; and
Shai Diva, by *Simeon Shai
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*Simeon Shai
We are honored to say that Silver Maple Farm is the home of *Simeon Shai (Raadin
Royal Star x Simeon Safanad) born in 1984, a straight Egyptian stallion of the Hadban Enzahi strain. Marion Richmond, owner of the Simeon Stud in Sidney, Australia,
bred this wonderful stallion. *Simeon Shai also traces to the root mare Venus, and
the Hadban Enzahi strain through the Bint Hadba El Saghira daughter, Bint Rustem
(she is another branch of the Bint Hadba El Saghira mare with a large family of her
own), born in 1922. Bint Rustem is a maternal sister to Samiha, the mare through
which our Hadbah Enzahiya mares, Ansata Haalah and Dance Diva trace.
Like many famous Hadban stallions, *Simeon Shai’s pedigree is a combination of
strains with a heavy influence of Saklawi Gidran/Jedran of the Ibn Sudan or Kuhaylan Jellabi; either is correct. Many people believe that the line that traces through
Mahroussa is Kuhayla Jellabit El Feysul. However, in 1998, researcher Michael
Bowling recorded that the mare Mahroussa actually traces to a Saklawi root mare
named Ghazieh and not the root mare, Jellabit El Feysul as previously thought.
There have been further discoveries concerning Arabian horse bloodlines achieved
through the use of evolving technology and the study of mitochondrial DNA. My reference in these points is, “The Myth of Kuhaylan Jellabi Tail Female in Egyptian Arabian Breeding” by Edouard Aldahdah, posted on April 16th, 2008 in Bahrain, Egypt,
USA. Therefore, it now appears that Simeon Shais’ pedigree has four lines of the
Hadban Enzahi strain, seven lines of the Saklawi strain or if you prefer use Kuhaylan, (either is correct ) blended with some Dahman strains.
I believe a quote from Joe Ferriss concerning the new science is appropriate at this
point, “The names of Arabian strains are first and foremost a cultural identity. While
modern DNA testing is fascinating for revealing relationships between various families, it should not purport to rename Arabian strains which are identities created either by Bedouin or Arab traditions of long standing. In the modern world one is free
to interpret science and assign a strain name based on revealed relationships if they
wish, but one must respect that the strain may also be recognized in a traditional
way based on long standing cultural identity”. The recent scientific revelations have
changed the way Henry and I view pedigrees – including Simeon Shai’s pedigree. We
try to accept the fluidity of historical fact and believe that science will help us understand this subject more fully. Personally, we choose to embrace these changes and do
not think it effects how we approach breeding or the look of our SMF horses.
FACING PAGE: *Simeon Shai (Raadin Royal Star x Simeon Safanad by Sankt Georg)
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*Simeon Shai (Raadin Royal Star x Simeon Safanad by Sankt Georg)
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There is a philosophy regarding the combination of Hadban and Saklawi
lines that is stated as follows; the Hadban is considered a sub strain of Kuhaylan Om Maarif so it may be a practical approach to bring Kuhaylan and
Dahman strains back in, along with the elegance of the Saklawi. This approach uses both genotype and phenotype of the individual horses. The
genotype approach refers to the outcrossing of bloodlines, which we know
produces more vigor. The phenotype approach refers to breeding two horses
whose overall physical characteristics are complimentary to one another.
Common sense would dictate that we, “Breed strength to strength” and use
both genotype and phenotype in a balanced approach. However, after breeding horses for many years, Henry and I have learned that there are no fast
and true formulas. You cannot breed paper to paper, or horse to horse, without taking into consideration all aspects of the individuals. The point of pedigree study is to learn as much as possible about our horses so we can appreciate their individuality, and understand their breeding potential more fully.
*Simeon Shai is a Quadruple Crown Champion. He won the titles of Scottsdale Champion, Canadian National Champion, United States National
Champions and the World Champion Stallion at the Salon du Cheval – all
within a ten-month period. He is an Arabian Horse World Sire of Significance with 471 first generation foals and almost 1,200 second generation
foals. *Shai has champion descendants in ten countries and on virtually every continent. Our first breeding to *Simeon Shai was with our foundation
mare, Glorietasayonaara (Ansata Abu Nazeer x Glorieta Shahlima by Ansata
Shah Zaman). Glorietasayonaara had a black colt, Shaikeel, that was sold to
Europe as a two year old; he now has over 175 foals of his own.
*Simeon Shai is an Arabian horse that totally captivates you with his look,
personality and beauty. To me he is the wisest stallion I have ever met and
he is so kind. *Shai is regal without being aloof; he loves people, especially
those cheering and clapping for him. Even at 28 years old, *Shai goes out to
his paddock every day and keeps himself fit, his body looks like that of a 10
to 12 year old. The minute we bring *Shai out for a presentation his tail goes
up over his back, he prances with head up, and nostrils flared. There is no
doubt that he is the King of SMF and he owns our hearts too!

*Simeon Shai (Raadin Royal Star x Simeon Safanad by Sankt Georg)

We have used Simeon Shai with straight Egyptian mares as well as Spanish
mares for ourselves and we believe those crosses have been quite successful. *Shai seems to breed well onto the Ali Saroukh daughters and vice versa.
Now we are crossing our stallion Majestic Noble SMF on the Shai and Saroukh daughters and that seems to be working well too. *Simeon Shai has
consistently enhanced every aspect of quality and type with each mare he
has bred. That is the mark of true sire and the legacy of the Hadbah Enzahi
strain at Silver Maple Farm.
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IN CLOSING:
For Henry and me, the Hadbah Enzahiya /Hadban Enzahi strain is an especially
intriguing strain/ family line because of the new evidence discovered through the
study of mitochondrial DNA. While this is a new scientific discovery, the horses
are the same, and as Joe Ferriss suggests, we should respect the traditions of their
owners too. In our minds, the recent scientific discoveries do not mean this mare
family line is any less important, or that it has no validity or importance today. We
celebrate every one of our mares and we continue to hope, and to try, to improve
each succeeding generation going forward. As breeders, we recognize the importance of gathering as much information as possible in order to make the choices
that will create quality in future generations.
When Henry and I began this business, we did not understand or appreciate the
importance of the history of the straight Egyptian Arabian horses. For sure we had
no knowledge of genotype nor phenotype. Furthermore, we had no idea how all of
this would play into the future of the horses we were breeding. We had very little
knowledge of the influence the horses had in the deserts of Arabia or in Egypt, or
how this would translate into the characteristics that we now see every day at our
farm in the United States. However, we did experience the magic of these horses.
The way they look when turned loose, their carriage and pride. We experienced
firsthand their amazing ability to communicate and interact with us, their humans,
when riding them or just being around them. The magic of learning some new
facet about one of our horse’s history is still in effect! Then to see it reflected in the
animals we breed at SMF is evidence of the continuum of breeding – that is inspirational! Another magical aspect is the connection between the people who have
chosen to breed straight Egyptian Arabians. For Henry and I, breeding straight
Egyptian Arabian horses is a lifelong pursuit. We see our work as a weaving of a
“Life Tapestry”. Each horse, each person, is a priceless thread that adds an exciting
color, texture, and beauty to the tapestry. It is our hope that we will leave a legacy
of beautifully woven fabric that represents the magic and the uniqueness of all the
horses and those people who love them.
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Ansata Haalah with Hadarah SMF by Majestic Noble SMF
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